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Abstract:
The evolutionary origins of human-associated bacteriophage communities are poorly understood.
To address this question, we examined fecal phageomes of 23 wild non-human primate taxa,
including multiple representatives of all the major primate radiations, and find relatives of the
majority of human-associated phages. Primate taxa have distinct phageome compositions that
exhibit a clear phylosymbiotic signal, and phage-superhost co-divergence is detected for 44
individual phages. Within species, neighboring social groups harbor evolutionarily and
compositionally distinct phageomes, structured by superhost social behavior. However, captive
non-human primate phageomes are more similar to humans than their wild counterparts,
revealing replacement of wild-associated phages with human-associated ones. Together, our
results suggest that potentially labile primate-phage associations persisted across millions of
years of evolution, potentially facilitated by transmission between groupmates.

One Sentence Summary:
Relatives of human-associated phages in wild primates reveal ancient but dynamic superhostphage associations shaped by social transmission.

Main Text:
Mammals harbor diverse communities of microorganisms, the majority of which are bacteria in
the gastrointestinal tract. Gut bacterial communities in turn host diverse bacteriophage
communities that influence their structure, function, colonization patterns, and ultimately
superhost health (the superhost is the host for bacteria that in turn host the bacteriophages; 1).
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For example, enriched phage communities in human intestinal mucus can act as an acquired
immune system by limiting mucosal bacterial populations (2), while dysbiotic gut phageomes are
associated with diseases such as type II diabetes (3), colitis (4), and stunting (5). Transplantation
of healthy viral filtrates restored health in Clostridium difficile patients (6), while in vitro studies
suggest phages from stunted children shape bacterial populations differently than those of
healthy children (5), supporting a direct link between phageome composition and disease.
However, despite their importance in gut microbial ecosystems, the ecological and evolutionary
processes that gave rise to these communities remain poorly resolved. Recent work on the
widespread crAssphage suggests it might demonstrate long-term associations with its superhosts
(7), similar to patterns described for many bacteria (8, 9).

Primate taxa host distinct bacterial communities, with more phylogenetically related hosts having
more similar communities (8, 10). The structure of these communities thus recapitulates the host
phylogeny (i.e., phylosymbiosis; 8, 10), potentially reflecting widespread co-speciation of
bacteria and hosts (8, 9). Such long-term host-bacterial associations imply restricted transmission
of bacterial lineages within- rather than between-host lineages (8). This pattern of transmission
may be facilitated by the tendency for primates to live in stable social groups (11), creating
opportunities for bacterial transmission to conspecifics (12, 13). When removed from their
natural social and ecological environments in captivity, primates quickly develop humanized
bacterial microbiomes (14, 15); this apparent plasticity makes the long-term associations of
primates with particular bacterial lineages all the more striking (8, 9).
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Here, we investigate whether these key findings about primate-associated gut bacterial
communities can be generalized to phages. We explore drivers of phage community assembly
and individual phage lineage evolution in primate super-hosts across multiple scales and
environments, with a particular emphasis on the potential role of social transmission. We used a
database of healthy human-associated phages (HHAPs; N=4,301 dsDNA phages; 16) to identify
related phages in fecal shotgun metagenomes from 23 wild non-human primate taxa
(Nindividuals=243; Fig. 1A). The sampled taxa spanned all major radiations of primates, including
wild great apes (Hominidae: Nspecies=4; Nsubspecies=6), Old World monkeys (Cercopithecidae:
Nspecies=7), New World monkeys (Atelidae: Nspecies=7), and lemurs (Lemuridae: Nspecies=2;
Indriidae: Nspecies=1). In addition, we analyzed fecal shotgun metagenomes from humans living in
Africa (NDemocratic

Republic of Congo=12,

NCôte

d’Ivoire=12)

and Germany (N=24; Fig S1, Data S1;

Supplementary methods). We performed de novo assembly of contigs and blasted contigs
>500bp against the HHAP database (min. E-value=1e-3; Data S2; 17), allowing us to find both
close matches to known human-associated phages and those that are related to human-associated
phages, but substantially divergent (min. percent identify=68.6%; Data S3). We populated a
phage community matrix by considering a phage present when we detected a >500 bp contig
covering >10% of an HHAP’s genome. Of the 4,301 HHAPs, 2,639 (61.4%) have relatives in at
least one wild non-human primate superhost taxon and 1,243 (28.9%) in five or more (Fig. S2).

Fecal phage community composition differs by superhost taxon (analysis of variance using
distance matrices: R2=0.418, F23,271=8.478, P=0.001; Fig. 1B), indicative of superhostspecificity. Phage community composition also differs by superhost family (analysis of variance
using distance matrices: R2=0.159, F4,290=13.651, P=0.001; Fig. 1C), though great apes and Old
4
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World monkeys partially overlap in this ordination. Next, to test for phylosymbiosis we
downsampled to a single sample per superhost taxon (Nreplicates=1000), performed hierarchical
clustering of phage community structure with the unweighted pair group method with arithmetic
mean (UPGMA), and tested for congruence of the UPGMA dendrogram and the superhost
phylogeny with a ParaFit test (18). ParaFit tests whether the similarity between two trees is
higher than expected by chance (18). We find broad support for phylosymbiosis across primates
(95.1% of downsampling replicates were significant; P<0.05; Data S4). To assess whether this
signal of phylosymbiosis is driven by deep branches separating primates living in Madagascar
(Lemuroidea), the Americas (Platyrrhini), and mainland Africa (Catarrhini), we repeated the
analysis focusing on structure separately within the New World monkeys (N=7 taxa), Old World
monkeys (N=7 taxa), and great apes (N=7 taxa; the small number of lemurs taxa sampled
precluded an analysis within this group). Despite small sample sizes, phylosymbiotic signal is
detected in 31.0% of great ape, 35.1% of Old World monkey, and 66.9% of New World monkey
replicates (Data S4). Differences might reflect the fact that many of the wild great apes and Old
World monkey taxa have overlapping geographic distributions in mainland Africa (39.7% of
species pairs, compared with 23.8% of New World monkey taxa; Fig. S3). Patterns of phageprimate phylosymbiosis are thus widespread within- and between-continents, but may be
influenced by geographic isolation.

To investigate whether individual phages co-diverged with their superhosts, we generated
maximum likelihood estimates of the phylogenies of 208 phages detected in at least 10 primate
taxa and from which relatively long sequence alignments could be generated (x̅length=1,411 bp;
min=355; max=16,851; Supplementary methods). For each phage phylogeny, we first tested
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whether phages from the same superhost taxon were more closely related to each other than to
phages from other superhost taxa (i.e., superhost-specificity), by testing whether withinsuperhost taxa distances were lower than between-superhost taxa distances with categorical
Mantel tests. Superhost-specificity is detected in the majority (87.8%) of phage phylogenies
tested (N=189 phylogenies including at least two sequences in each of three superhost species;
Fig. 1D; Data S5-6). As a test of superhost-phage co-divergence, we then ran ParaFit tests for
each phage phylogeny (18), accounting for the observed superhost-specificity by downsampling
to one representative per superhost taxa (Nreplicates=1000). These ParaFit analyses test the null
hypothesis that phages associate randomly with superhosts (against the alternative hypothesis of
co-divergence between phages and superhosts; 18). We detect patterns consistent with codivergence in 44 phages (22.1%; >95% of replicates significant, P<0.05; N=199 phylogenies
with >5 superhost taxa represented; Data S7-8). Phage phylogenies with smaller numbers of
superhost taxa represented (N=96 of phylogenies with <10 superhost taxa) are less likely to
exhibit evidence of co-divergence (11.5%) compared to those with more superhost taxa
represented (32.0%; N=103 phylogenies with >10 taxa); suggesting power increases with sample
sizes and that our estimate of co-divergence frequency is likely conservative (goodness of fit test,
G=10.0, P=0.0015). To control for the effects of deep tree structure, we conducted parallel
analyses focusing on Old World monkey and great ape phages. For these smaller phylogenies, 10
phages (5.2%) display a pattern consistent with co-divergence (N=192 distinct phage
phylogenies with >5 taxa; Data S9-10). Co-divergence of host-specific phages with their
superhosts occurs within families/continents, but the strong signal for co-divergence observed
across primates is driven by inter-family/inter-continental structure.
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To investigate how long-term host-specificity and patterns of co-divergence arise, we examined
phage communities in 48 baboon (Papio cynocephalus) fecal shotgun metagenomes from two
social groups in the same population ("Mica's group" and "Viola's group:" Fig 2A; Fig. 2A; 12).
In a pattern that strongly parallels gut bacterial microbiome structure, phage communities from
baboons in the same social group are more similar to each other than to members of different
groups (analysis of variance using distance matrices: R2=0.0355, F1,46=1.692, P=0.049; Fig. 2B).
Further, for both groups, stronger within-group grooming relationships predict more similar
phage communities, even after controlling for kinship (using pedigree-based pairwise relatedness
estimates from (9); Mica’s group partial Mantel test: r=-0.258, P=0.002; Viola’s group partial
Mantel test: r=-0.112, P=0.015; Fig. 2C). The social network of Mica’s group exhibits more
substructure than that of Viola’s group (x̅weighted clustering coefficient
coefficient Viola’s group=0.527;

Mica’s group=0.647;

x̅weighted clustering

t test: t30.63=2.27, P=0.030), which may explain the stronger relationship

between social behavior and phage community composition in this group.

We next examined whether social group membership predicts the genetic structure of common
baboon gut phages (N=70 phages present in at least two baboons in both groups). To do so, we
compared the pairwise distance between sequences from group members and non-group
members using categorical Mantel tests. For 7 phages (10.0%), pairwise distances are lower for
sequences sampled from the same social group than between social groups (Fig. 2D; Data S11).
This suggests that phylogeographic patterns observed for human-associated crAssphages
between cities and across continents (7) hold for at least a subset of baboon-associated phages in
groups that range within kilometers of each another. Microorganism transmission through social
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interactions within groups thus not only shapes baboon bacteria community composition (12),
but phage community structure and evolution as well.

If primate social interactions are important in reinforcing superhost-specific phageome
composition, phageomes might be affected by social environments that substantially depart from
typical conditions. To quantify this plasticity, we analyzed the phage communities in fecal
samples (Nindividuals=55) from four captive great ape taxa, as well as four zookeepers. Phage
community composition was predicted by the location of the superhost (i.e., captive or wild for
non-human primates; humans living in Africa or Europe, or those working as zookeepers;
analysis of variance using distance matrices: R2=0.263, F4,200=17.832, P=0.001; Fig. 3A).
Zookeeper phage community composition falls within the diversity observed for humans, but
captive great ape superhosts are intermediate to humans and wild great apes (Fig. 3A). Next, we
examined phage phylogenies containing at least one captive primate, one wild primate, and one
human sequence to evaluate potential phage transmission in captivity. We accordingly
downsampled to one phage from each superhost taxon/location combination and examined
pairwise distances between the phages from captive and wild primates, as well as pairwise
distances between captive primates and humans using categorical Mantel tests. In 31 of the 176
(17.6%) phages examined, pairwise distances are greater between sequences from captive and
wild great apes than between captive great apes and humans, and are also greater between
sequences from wild great apes and humans than between captive great apes and humans (Fig.
3B; Data S12). This suggests captive primates have humanized phageomes, which may be a
product of wild primate-associated phage replacement in captivity.
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Our results reveal striking parallels between the ecological and evolutionary patterns of primateassociated phageomes and those previously reported for primate-associated bacterial
communities (8-10, 12-15, 19). These findings likely reflect the tight ecological links between
phages and their bacterial hosts. Indeed, phage community composition and bacterial community
composition are strongly positively correlated across species and locations (African humans,
Z=132.06, P=0.001; captive great apes, Z=488.74, P=0.001; European humans, Z=105.66,
P=0.001; wild great apes, Z=2774.68, P=0.001; Baboons in Mica's group: Z=33.15, P=0.003;
Baboons in Viola’s group, Z=62.86, P=0.001; Fig. 2E and Fig. 3C). However, in one baboon
group, closer grooming relationships predict increased phage community similarity even after
controlling for similarity in bacterial community composition (partial Mantel test; r=-0.276,
P=0.007; Viola’s group; r=-0.056, P=0.142). Thus, phage community structure is not shaped by
bacterial community structure alone, but perhaps additionally by different transmissibility of
some phages between hosts or direct selection of specific phages by their superhosts (2, 20).

Overall, our results suggest primate phageomes have been shaped by complex interactions with
their bacterial hosts and primate superhosts, which resulted in evolutionary stable, but potentially
labile phage-host-superhost associations. These phylosymbiotic and sometimes co-diverging
communities are shaped by transmission between groupmates through grooming and are
substantially modified when superhosts are moved into captivity. Intriguingly, phage community
structure is not shaped by bacterial community structure alone, and understanding the factors
responsible for this uncoupling represents an important avenue of future research (21). These
findings provide an essential backdrop for further investigations into the recent evolutionary
trajectory of human phageomes.
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Fig. 1: Wild non-human primate and human
phageomes. A) A phylogeny of the wild primate taxa
examined in this study. Scale in millions of years. B)
An ordination of phage community composition for
these species (non-metric multidimensional scaling:
NMDS, Sørensen’s distances, stress=0.182), with each
point representing the phage community detected in an
individual; colors correspond to the primate superhost
species in A. C) The same NMDS plot of phage
community composition, now colored by the
superhost's family, as indicated in A. D) A phage
phylogeny demonstrating evidence for host-specificity
(i.e., within superhost species distances were
significantly lower than between superhost species
distances; categorical Mantel: P=0.001). This phage
phylogeny also shows evidence for co-divergence
between superhosts and the phage (i.e., all of the 1000
ParaFit tests after downsampling to one representative
sequence per superhost taxa were significant). The *
indicates the reference HHAP sequence generated in:
(16). Branches supported by Shimodaira-Hasegawalike approximate likelihood ratio test values <0.95 are
dashed.
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Fig. 2: Within-species phage ecology and
evolution. A) The social networks of two
neighboring social groups of baboons (orange
= Mica, purple = Viola). Circles represent
individuals (individual ID shown within circle)
and thickness and color of lines indicate the
strength of the grooming relationships between
individuals. B) An ordination of phage
community composition (NMDS, Sørensen’s
distances, stress=0.153), with each point
representing the phage community from a fecal
sample (colors correspond to groups as shown
in A). C) Box plots showing the relationship
between pairwise grooming bond strength and
pairwise Sørensen’s dissimilarity in phage
community composition in the social groups.
Raw data are plotted to aid in interpretation. D)
Baboon phage phylogenies; the left is an
example where pairwise distance between
phages from group members is lower than
between non-group members (categorical
Mantel: P=0.001). On the right, an example
where there is no difference between the
pairwise distances of phages from groupmates
and non-groupmates (categorical Mantel:
P=0.456). Branches supported by ShimodairaHasegawa-like approximate likelihood ratio
test values <0.95 are dashed. E) The
relationship between phageome community
composition
and
bacterial
community
composition in these social groups. The dashed
lines show the line of equality and the solid
colored line represents the fit of a linear model
to aid in interpretation of the relationship;
significance was assessed with Mantel tests,
not these linear models.
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Fig. 3: Captive primate phageomes. A) An
ordination of great ape phage community
composition (NMDS, Sørensen’s distances,
stress=0.195) colored by their origin. B) An
example phage phylogeny suggestive of human
to captive great ape phage transmission (captive
great apes are nested within the branch
containing all humans instead of the branch
containing all wild great apes): colors are
indicative of the categories indicated in A, the *
indicates the reference HHAP, and branches
supported by SH-like aLRT values <0.95 are
dashed. C) The relationship between bacterial
community composition and phage community
composition for the location categories
indicated in A. The dashed lines show the lines
of equality. The solid colored lines represents
the fit of linear models to aid in interpretation
of the relationship; significance was assessed
with mantel tests not these linear models. For
zookeepers, we did not detect a significant
relationship (Z=2.29, P=0.135), though the
relationship was in the expected direction and
sample size was small (N=4).
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